
Physical state: liquid  colour: light brown  pH: ca. 13,5  density: ca. 1,08 
Storage: Keep tightly closed and protected from cold, frost, UV rays and heat in a venti-
lated place.
Contains: ‹ 5% (phosphonates, non-ionic surfactants, amphoteric surfactants), perfumes.

Environment: The surfactants contained in this preparation comply with the criteria of 
biodegradability as defined in Regulation (EC) no 648/2004 on detergents.

01-1  Bottle 1l / 33oz
01-5  Can 5l / 169oz

Autodry shampoo Perloban®

Instructions for use 

Properties

References and packaging

Technical specifications
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Dangerous. Observe the safety instructions.

Dilute 50 to 150ml of product in 5 to 10 liters of water, depending on the dimensions of 
surface to be cleaned. Apply the solution, scrub with a brush, rinse with clear water from 
the top down without pressure and then let dry. The results are exceptional.
CAUTION: Rinse the surfaces with a jet of water. Do not use high pressure jet. Do not use 
non-diluted in direct contact with the surfaces to be treated. Do not ingest.
Do not dispose of residues to the sewer.

01 Autodry shampoo Perloban® developed to facilitate the maintenance of all boat 
surfaces. Its technology called Perloban®, releases the active ingredients facilitating the 
self-drying, in addition to the conventional classical washing characteristics.
This solution deploys a water film uniform to rinse, allowing the drying and water 
evaporation in a homogeneous way. With a full control of the steps of surface maintenance, 
the 01 Autodry shampoo perloban® components prevent the appearance of limestone 
traces or various salts, usually present after cleaning. 
ADVANTAGE: no need to wipe. Technology, ease of use and handling, 01 Autodry shampoo 
perloban® is used on all types of materials: gelcoat, glass, stainless steel, Plexiglas, 
plastic, etc. Apply, rinse, let dry: its innovative combination of specific hydrophilic polymer 
ensures an impeccable result. Its formula is guaranteed without waxes and silicone. 
Mainly composed of surfactants of vegetable origin, 01 Autodry shampoo perloban® does 
not contain phosphates, chlorine, or NTA. Biodegradable, this product makes surfaces 
clean and bright, with the greatest respect for environmental standards.

Standard shampoo 

With 
Autodry shampoo Perloban®

Gelcoat, paints,
Glass surfaces,
Stainless steel

1l / 33oz 5l /169oz

1l
33oz

5l
169oz

We disclaim all responsibility for handling, storage, use or disposal of the 
product which would differ from the recommendations advocated by FLOWEY®.
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Gelcoat, paints
Glass surfaces
Stainless steel

DURABLE HYDROPHILIC EFFECT                                     REDUCES THE DRYING TIME

WORKING OF THE POLYMER

RESULT, AN OPTIMAL BRILLANCE
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Special hydrophilic effect Dirt adheres more difficultly

Number of rinses 

Time (mn)
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